
Big change study The study of 
global change is not confined to 
atmospheric scientists: btolo~st~ . 

geologi~ts . geographers, and computer 
modeller, are now getting involved. 

To provide direction and focus for work 
on the many interrelated aspects o f 
atmospheric and climate change, and avoid 
duplication, the International Council of 
Scientific Unions (lCSU) has devised a 
complex operation termed the 
lntern;uional Gcospbere-Biosphere 
Program (lGBP). 

This comprises sLx vast core projects, 
plus a number of supporting activities, and 
ICSU has asked Australia to host and 
organise one of these- Globa l Change 
and Terrestrial Ecosystems (GCTE)- in 
recognition of the high regard tn which 
Australian ecological research is held 
around the "orld. The leader of GCTE will 
be Or Orian Walker, ChiefoftheC'StRO 
Divt~ion of Wildlife and Ecology in 
Cnnherra. 

I leadquartered in Stockholm, Sweden, 
IGBI' span~ the globe, with hundreds of 
participating scientists from dozens of 
count ne~ lt i• the largest and most 
ambtltou; re;earch program that ICSU has 
undertaken. Launched in September 1990, 
tts stat"d mm is to 'describe <tnd understand 
the interactive physical, chemical. and 
biological processes that regu late the total 
Earth system, the unique environment that 
it provides for life. the changes that ure 
occurring in this system. and the manner in 
which they are mOuenced by human 
actions' . 

The five other core project:. that make up 
IGBP cove r atmospheric chemistry and tts 
interactions with the biosphere, global 
chnngcs that occurred in the past, the role 

of the oceans and the coastal7.one, the 
hydrological (water) cycle, and analysis 
and modelling of the entire system, u~ing 
the information that the project as a whole 
will glean. 

Or Walker i~ enthusiastic about IGRP 
and optimistic about his new role. Through 
GCfE, biologists hope to find out whnt 
effects the predicted greenhouse-induced 
changes will have on terrestrial ecosy\tcms. 
DrWalkcrsay:. that this tricky task is made 
all the harder because the mechanism of 
climate change ts ttself influenced by the 
biosphere, which , in turn. is affected byany 
change in the climate. generating u 
complex feedback . 

To come to grips wi th an enormous 
subject, the scientists have divided GCTE 
into three main areas: how increased levels 
of carbon dioxide and other trace gases. 
and changes m the climate and in patterns 
of land use, will aJfect the 'health' and 
functioning of terrestrial ecosystems and 
the cycling of e lements between living 
things and the geosphere; how such 
change.~ will interact with one another to 
cause changes in the species composi tion 
and structure of ecosystems, and how to 
model this; and the direct con!'l!quences of 
increased COz and eh mate change on 
agriculture and forestry. including the 
likely changes tO yields, soi ls, and the range 
and activitic~ of pcstb and diseases. 

Or Walker secs climate change as more 
or less inevitable, but maintains that it 
needn 't be all bad news. ' lt will bring a 
mixture of hazards and opportunities. We 
need to do the re;earch oow so that , next 
century, we can seize the opportunities 
and. as f;Jr a• po~iblc, avoid or amcltot ate 
some of the haz;trd~. If we know in advance 
what is going to happen, at a local scale, 
humnns mny escape with minimum 
Lrauma. ' 

Neverthcl~s . he believes that climate 
change is something the world could do 
without , as it is likely to bring far more 
drawbacks than advantages. 'The planet '~ 

systemb and its hiology will undoubtedly 
adapt in attempting to establish new 
equilibria, but these new states will not 
necessarily be so favourable for us. or many 
other species.· 

IGBP hab no finisl~~ng date; activities will 
be reviewed every 3 years or so. Most o£the 
research will be funded by the countries 

concerned. with I G 0 P - through its core 
project office~- monttoring and 
co-ordinating the effort. Many aspects of 
IGBP invoh•c CStRO <;cientists, so watch 
this space over the coming years. 

Fingerprinting fish We know less 
about theocc:•ns that cover seven-tenths of 
our planet than we do tlbout outer space. 
This is hardly surpri~ing. given the 
difficulties of working in a mediom we 
definitely don't call home. But we have 
learned that fish stock:. are limited and that , 
if we arc to feed the world's expanding 
population, ·we must utilise them wisely. 

That means we must study the 
movements <tnd life histories of 
economically import:tnt Gsb species: which 
takes us back to the difficulties of working 
at sea. ·w e ean. however. learn something 
of where lis he:. have been and what use 
they have made of their food resourc~. 
thanks 10 the study of otoliths. 

Otoliths a re >mall, usually disk-shaped 
bones that ·nom' inside a fish's middle car 
(see Ecos 44). Like the complex of bones 
and passages in a human's middle car. they 
assist in balance and onenwt•on. They also 
grow at a steady rate, adding 'rings' of 
aragonite and protein every day: in much 
the same way a~ it i\ possible to estimate a 
tree's age from the number of rings, we can 
tell an individual fish's age from the 
number of rings on cuch otolith . 

In a co-operntlve venture with the 
Division of Mineral Products, Division of 
Fisheries scientist Or Ron Thresher and his 
team used electron microprobe analysts to 
examine otoliths from southern bluefin 
tuna and morwong to determine in what 
part of the seas the fish were born- based 
on the characteristic 'fingerprint' created 
by a matrix of chemicals, ranging from 
molybdenum to sodium, found in varying 
quantitie, in different ocean locations and 
deposited in varying concentrations to 

otoliths. 
By comparing the chemical fingerprint< 

of oroliths from fishes caught in a number 
of locations. DrTI1rcsher and his 
colleagues hope to learn more about the 
origins and migration put terns of 
commercial fishes, leading to better 
understanding of their population 
dynamics ... and better strategies for 
sustainable fishing levels. 


